Los Angeles Airways Inc was incorporated on May 11, 1944. On October 1, 1947, scheduled helicopter and air taxi services began. Los Angeles Airways began its operations in the western United States and is headquartered in Los Angeles. It is a subsidiary of Corporate Air Inc, which provides aerial work services from Sydney's Bankstown airport.

LOT (Polskie Linie Lotnicze) was formed by the Government in 1929 to take over the operations of the private companies. Aerodrom and Virginie ceased operations in 1939. LOT had established itself as the major carrier on a modern fleet of Lockheed 10 Electras, Lockheed 14s and DC-2s. Part of this fleet was brought to England and used by BOAC.

Luxair (Société Anonyme Luxembourgoise de Navigation Aérienne), originally known as Société Luxembourgeoise de Navigation Aérienne, is a passenger and cargo airline operating from Luxembourg, servicing major cities in Europe and the Middle East. Luxair was founded by the Luxembourg government to operate the country's flag carrier. It started operations in the spring of 1962 and at present flies from Luxembourg to Paris, Frankfurt, London, Brussels, Athens, Vienna, Milan, and several other cities. Luxair's operations are conducted with Trek Airways.

MacRobertson Miller Airlines Ltd (MMA) began operations on October 1, 1955, following the merger of MacRobertson Miller Aviation Co (Pty) Ltd and Airlines (WA) Ltd. Scheduled passenger and freight services are operated along the length of the west coast of Australia. In 1963 Ansett Airways took over the management of MMA. In mid-1969, the Comets will be gradually phased out. F.27s operate between Singapore and the major points in West Malaysia, with East Malaysia and Brunei. B-Nan 320 turboprops operate in East Malaysia. MSA took over Borneo Airways on April 1, 1965.

Malaysia Airlines began operations in May 1962 and operates a wide range of domestic and international flights within and around Malaysia including air taxi, aerial survey, survey, droppings, crop spraying and dual control. MH is based at Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Kota Kinabalu and Sandakan. In addition Malaysia Air Charter operates freight maintenance, overhaul facilities and airline traffic handling.

Malaysia-Singapore Airlines Ltd, previously known as Malaysian Airways, was founded in 1947. Malaysia-Singapore Airlines Ltd, previously known as Malaysian Airlines, was founded in 1947. Malaysia Airlines was formed in 1964. The airline is owned by the Malaysian Government and is based at Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia Airlines is the flag carrier of Malaysia.